Misorientation/local plastic strain manifestations in chemical etching color.
Cold plastic deformation produces misorientations inside the crystal grains, and the distribution of the misorientation is quite crucial to understand the deformation behavior of the metals or alloys. The misorientation manifestations in chemical etching contrast are investigated in this study in the case of cold-deformed iron. The chemical etching is performed by using nital, while the crystal orientation is determined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The correlation between the chemical etching contrast and crystal orientation have been studied in both cold-deformed and undeformed iron. The results clearly show that the chemical etching contrast strongly reflects the crystallographic orientation. The gradual change in chemical etching contrast inside the individual deformed grains gives information of both the misorientation and local plastic strain within the grains. This method can provide an easy and alternative way to qualitatively understand the misorientation and local plastic strain distributions in the microstructures.